Institutional Architecture Food Security Survey

Handout 6

Below are 20 questions. Please score each question on a scale of 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.” Underneath each question you can find a bulleted list of best practices examples illustrating sub-elements of the item in the question. If a country is doing all the “as evidenced by” bullets in the box well, then we can consider it to be “5: excellent”. If none, then “1: poor.” Others should fall proportionately in the middle as appropriate.

Policy Element (1): Predictability of the Guiding Policy Framework

1. There is legislative (e.g. Parliament’s) capacity to develop food security (agricultural and nutritional) policy change (to consider, debate, engage, draft, and ultimately pass good food security policies).

As evidenced by:

- Functional Subcommittee(s) on agriculture and nutrition;
- Legislative Staffers provide or pull in expertise for legislative decision making;
- MPs understand key policy issues in food security.
- The agriculture and nutrition committees closely coordinate(s) with Ministerial technical personnel.
- An agriculture and food security committee (or committees that work on issues related to FS/ag/nutrition) promotes food security policies to the full legislature.
- The legislative branch has initiated, advocated for, and passed high quality FS policies.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

2. The policy development and corresponding implementation process is predictable in accordance with the rules contained within the country’s constitution, basic law, and elsewhere in the formal legal framework.

As evidenced by:

- Clearly defined, accessible, and predictable legislative requirements are followed;
- Political process allows for dialogue to discuss and resolve differences and move forward.
- Legally rooted and unbiased dispute resolution process is a viable option if needed.
- There is a commonly shared interpretation and enforcement of the laws and regulations.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?
Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

3. The policy development and implementation process is **transparent** in accordance with the rules contained within the country’s constitution, basic law, and elsewhere in the formal legal framework.

As evidenced by:

- Clearly defined legislative requirements;
- The public has the opportunity to comment on draft policies, laws and regulations (such as comment period, non-state actor (NSA) or multi-stakeholder forum, governmental website or social media feedback fora);
- Budget documents, including budget proposals, are released fully and in a timely manner before, during, and after implementation.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

Policy Element (2): Policy Development & Intra-governmental Coordination

4. There is an approved/official multi-sectoral, multi-year food security (agriculture and nutrition) plan which specifies priorities and objectives and **guides policy and program development and implementation**.

As evidenced by:

- Government, including local authorities, agencies, and departments, implements and utilizes multi-year food security plan to guide policy and program development;
- Private sector and civil society organizations (CSOs) that represent member interests provide input that help inform priorities and planning.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

5. There is a government-led entity, such as a coordination unit or task force, with defined membership that works towards improving food security (ag and nutrition) policies and/or programs.

As evidenced by:

- The coordination unit meets regularly to discuss, develop, and coordinate.
- The entity has the relevant agencies from key governmental ministries (Trade, Finance, Health) and necessary governmental units;
- The members represent their governmental units, bringing information to and from the meetings;
• The members actively participate;
• The members have trust, a shared vision, and regular communication.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country's performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

6. There are government-led work groups or technical committees that perform all of the following functions: (1) Identifies policy and technical challenges/issues, (2) develops food security and agricultural sector- or project-specific food security (nutritional and agricultural) policies, (3) develops strategies, (4) consults within the sector and (5) drafts funding proposals.

As evidenced by:
• The work groups or technical committees (such as ag or nutrition sector working group) have gone through the full cycle from problem identification, policy and strategy formulation, sector consultation and funding proposal drafted.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country's performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

7. There is a line of authority/participation by high-level decision-makers above the ministerial level enabling efficient political support for the development and passage of new food security (nutrition and agricultural) policies.

As evidenced by:
• The prime minister's (and/or president's office as appropriate in-country) is supportive of food security policies that cut across ministries (such as trade, health and agriculture).
• There is supportive leadership pushing food security policy reforms as a priority area.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

For KENYA: Are the different roles and responsibilities of County and National government clear and is there a harmonious and synergistic process of formulation & implementation of agricultural policies and programmes?
As evidenced by:
- The existence of a coordinating mechanism between County and National governments
- The absence of “turf wars” and inter-governmental conflicts on resources and policy
- Clarity of roles among all stakeholders

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

Policy Element (3): Inclusivity and Stakeholder Consultation

8. The private sector (PS) is provided meaningful opportunity to participate in FS policy formulation and strategy discussions.

As evidenced by:
- The private sector is invited to participate and included in the dialogue of the:
  - Policy coordination management unit;
  - Technical working groups;
  - Discussion forums;
  - Legislative comment periods
- Government considers and acts upon PS evidence-based feedback if appropriate.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

9. Organization(s) representing the private sector have the capacity to present analysis supported by evidence to influence government-led discussions on food security policy.

As evidenced by:
- Member-based private sector organizations are able to represent their constituents’ interests
- Member-based private sector organizations are able to articulate and communicate policy positions
- Member-based private sector organizations are able to provide some level of evidence-based analysis to support their viewpoints
- There is one or more member-based private sector organization that communicates policy positions (through public participation in policy formulation and strategy discussions, or through
written communication to policy coordination/steering committee, or through other public communication such as letters to newspaper editors, etc.).

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

*Circle one:* 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

10. Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) are provided the meaningful opportunity to participate in FS policy formulation and strategy discussions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As evidenced by:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• CSOs are invited to participate and included in the dialogue of the:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Policy coordination management unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Technical working groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Discussion forums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Legislative comment periods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| • Government considers and acts upon CSO evidence-based feedback if appropriate |

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

*Circle one:* 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

11. CSOs have the **capacity** to present analysis supported by evidence to influence government-led discussions on food security policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As evidenced by:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• CSOs are able to represent their constituents’ or members’ interests;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• CSOs are able to articulate and communicate policy positions;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• CSOs are able to provide some level of evidence-based analysis to support their viewpoints;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is one or more CSO organization that communicates policy positions (through public participation in policy formulation and strategy discussions, or through written communication to policy coordination/steering committee, or through other public communication such as letters to newspaper editors, etc.).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

*Circle one:* 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”
### Policy Element (4): Evidence-based Analysis and M&E

12. National food security priority policy initiatives/ investment plan/ strategy is based on economic and financial analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As evidenced by:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- An entity such as an internal governmental policy analysis unit or a contracted policy think tank/ research institute has carried out high quality economic and financial analysis that formed the basis of the national food security priority policy initiatives;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Economic and financial data and analyses are publicly available and are used or referenced in determining priorities for FS policy initiatives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

_Circle one:_ 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

13. Good performance monitoring measures and targets have been developed for the national food security policies/plans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As evidenced by:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- The national food security (agricultural and nutrition) policies/plans include: specific objectives, performance indicators, and targets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Those indicators and targets are realistic and can be used to monitor the accomplishment of the objectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

_Circle one:_ 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

14. The Government has the capacity to monitor and evaluate food security policies and programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As evidenced by:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Government has systems to monitor, collect data, analyze the results, and communicate (internally and externally) policy/ program effectiveness through the M&amp;E framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The government has the ability to review data on policy performance and produce an analysis of the policy’s effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A policy analysis function/unit exists and has adequate and skilled staff, and is sufficiently funded. If required, specific analysis can be outsourced to specialized firms or consultants as needed (case-by-case).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

_Circle one:_ 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”
15. Does the media disseminate food security stakeholders with sufficient information and evidence that they can use to help make decisions?

As evidenced by:

- The media presents meaningful case studies and statistics.
- The public can expect that urgent food security priorities would be highlighted in the press and garner attention.
- The media helps readers understand who makes decisions and how they are made for food security-related policies.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?  
Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

Policy Element (5): Policy Implementation

16. The overall food security strategy has been broken down into programs and projects that have a sufficient level of detail to permit implementation.

As evidenced by:

- The overall food security strategy (covering the topics of ag and nutrition) has been “packaged” into priorities that can be managed by ministerial units, including clearly defining lead ministries/responsible unit for cross-sectoral programs and projects

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?  
Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

17. Resources are committed that allow for the implementation of the identified FS policy agenda.

As evidenced by:

- At least 75% of the identified annual policy workplan that stems from the policy agenda is implemented.
- Over time, the country’s budget has been adjusted to provide adequate financing for the implementation of actions required to implement policy priorities.
- Capacity exists to submit proposals and secure funds to address financing gaps.
- Government budget committed and disbursed to agriculture is effective in improving food security.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?
Policy Element (6): Mutual Accountability

18. There is a mechanism for donor participation in the food security policy process to align government and donor objectives and priorities, and coordinate resources and activities.

As evidenced by:

- A forum exists for regularly scheduled donor-government meetings
- Both donors and government share their priorities and objectives with each other
- Donor activities are coordinated (by either donors or the government) to avoid duplication.
- There is trust between donors and government.
- Donors and governments (including local government authorities) share information and learning to build off of each other’s work. There is open and regular communication.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”

19. A formal stakeholder review session (i.e. the Joint Sector Review for CAADP) is used for adaptive management of policies and programs in agriculture and food security.

As evidenced by:

- A formal ag sector stakeholder review session is held annually or at regularly predetermined intervals.
- Analysis of M&E data used for monitoring progress on agricultural development and food security is clearly presented.
- Government prepares for, openly and constructively engages in, and reacts with thoughtful consideration to incorporate evidence-based feedback from the review session.
- Follow-up action items are noted and then completed.
- Key development partners are included.
- The forum is based on a shared vision, and builds open communication, and trust.
- A report on feedback provided is made publicly available.
- Local level stakeholders provide and receive information and learning that feeds into or is derived from the review session.

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”
20. There is regular multi-directional and on-going constructive dialogue among key agriculture and FS stakeholders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As evidenced by:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Government, non-state actors (NSAs) and donors openly and constructively engage in dialogue and react with thoughtful consideration to incorporate evidence-based feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The government provides feedback to non-state actors, at least annually, on the performance of the food security policies and the agricultural sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Feedback is provided to both NSAs and government during the annual stakeholder feedback forum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The feedback forum is used as mechanism to hold private sector investors accountable to investment commitments, if applicable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The government and NSAs base their feedback on data/evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The government or its representatives provide feedback based on first-hand field experience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) how would you rate Country’s performance in this area?

Circle one: 1: poor; 2: moderately weak; 3: marginally satisfactory; 4: good; 5: excellent; or N/A: “insufficient information.”